
It’s only natural
Inspired by the crystal-clear swimming lakes of Austria and Germany, natural 

swimming pools are making more of a splash here than ever, says Anna Tyzack
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W
HEN Pete Boyle and his wife, 
Ciara Denvir, bought crumbl-
ing Ormiston House, outside 
Belfast, in 2014, they had no 

plans to reinstate the derelict three-quarter 
Olympic-size swimming pool—it was too much 
of a money pit. Instead, Mr Boyle tried to forget 
about the pool and focus on a different plan: 
creating a natural swimming pond to enjoy 
with his children. Yet, when Andrew Cox of 
natural-pool company Origin Aqua visited the 
house, which once belonged to shipbuilder Sir 
Edward Harland, he took one look at the enor-
mous area and suggested they transform it into 
a natural swimming pool. ‘We didn’t know such 
a thing existed, but we’ve never looked back,’ 
Mr Boyle enthuses. ‘It’s a delightfully pure swim-
ming experience, rather like diving into an 
Alpine lake, as there are no chemicals or salt.’

Natural swimming ponds first became fash-
ionable in Britain about 12 years ago, inspired 
by the crystal-clear swimming lakes of Austria 
and Germany. ‘They look low-key, but they have 
a liner and a pump and regeneration zone filled 
with beautiful aquatic plants and reeds to absorb 
phosphorous, leaving nothing for algae to grow 
on,’ explains Sarah Murch of Ellicar Gardens 
and Pools, whose own 3,229sq ft (300sq m) 
swimming pond with Austrian filtration system 
in her South Yorkshire garden inspired her 
to set up a natural-pool business more than 
10 years ago. Over the past three or four years, 
however, the natural-pool market has evolved 
considerably, she explains; with cutting-edge 
natural filtration technology by companies 
such as Origin Aqua and Biotop, homeowners 
can now choose between installing a swim-
ming pond or a ‘living pool’, which resembles 
a standard chemical pool, yet has a natural 
filter. ‘They look very sleek and don’t need any 
planted regeneration zones because they have 
a filter box,’ notes Miss Murch. ‘They can also 
be heated up to 28˚C using a heat pump.’

It was the Ormiston pool that inspired Mr 
Cox, who studied engineering at university 
before founding natural-swimming company 

Clear Water Revival, to turn his mind to creat-
ing ‘proper’ pools. Demand for his ponds was 
growing steadily, as more people opted for 
a chlorine-free approach, yet not all his clients 
liked the idea of swimming among newts and 
toads and would ideally have preferred the 
crisp lines and turquoise water of a rectangular 
swimming pool. As he gazed at the Ormiston 
pool, he was certain that similar natural fil-
tration technology could purify a standard 
pool. ‘I grew up wild swimming on a farm and 
know how much more refreshing it is to swim 
in chemical-free water. I went back to the 
drawing board and designed a natural filtra-
tion system that could work in all bodies 
of water; indoor, outdoor and swimming 
ponds, plus existing swimming pools,’ he 
says. ‘People pay a fortune to drink purified 
water; why wouldn’t you want to swim in it?’

At 35m by 15m (about 115ft by 50ft), the Ormi-
ston pool, which was restored in 2016, is the 
largest natural swimming pool in the UK, a fact 
that amuses Mr Boyle’s wife, who always jokes 
that her husband bought a swimming pool with 
a house thrown in. Cherished by family and the 
local community, which uses it for kayaking 
lessons, the pool now sits inside a majestic stone-
built pavilion and is heated using biomass and 
solar panels, enabling it to be used year round. 
‘It’s a big beast of a pool containing 750,000 litres 
[165,000 gallons] of water, but it’s never turned 
green and the running costs are one-third of 
those of a chlorine pool,’ Mr Boyle explains. 

Mr Cox developed his Origin Aqua filter sys-
tem together with scientists at Cranfield Uni-
versity and UWE; it’s now been installed in more 
than 100 pools in the UK and abroad. Rather 
than working to kill all bacteria, as chemical 
pools do, the system manages pathogens to safe 
levels, after which the water is mineralised 

It’s a delightfully pure 
swimming experience, 
rather like diving into 

an Alpine lake 

Making a splash 
A natural pool costs much the same as its chemical equivalent: a tiled 12m by 5m 
(39½ft by 16½ft) rectangular natural pool with an automated cover will set you back 
between £160,000 and £220,000, including the mineral biome filter. A smaller, one-piece 
pool comes in at £70,000 to £110,000, depending on the specification. 

A professionally installed swimming pond containing aquatic plants tends to cost between 
£120,000 and £200,000 including filters, due to the high construction costs of creating 
a 50:50 swimming-pool to reed-bed ratio, although you can create them more cheaply 
by following DIY instructions. Meanwhile, retrofitting an existing swimming pool with the 
Origin Aqua system currently costs about £24,000 (10%–20% of the value of a new pool). 
Adding it to a pond costs slightly more, due to the drainage and intensive cleaning required. 

Preceding pages and right: Natural swimming 
pools designed and constructed by Ellicar
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In at the deep end: 
natural-pool contacts
• Origin Aqua, Wickwar, Gloucestershire 
(0330 128 9885; www.origin-aqua.com)
• Ellicar Gardens and Pools, near 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire 
(01777 933108; www.ellicar.co.uk) 
• Biotop, Weidling, Austria 
(00 43 22 433 0406; https://gb.bio.top)
• Clear Water Revival, Bristol 
(0117–923 2588; 
www.clear-water-revival.com)

to replicate the health benefits of thermal spa 
water. Part of the joy of natural filtration 
systems, such as Origin Aqua and Biotop, an 
Austrian brand, is that they can be retrofitted 
in existing swimming pools and ponds. Miss 
Murch has recently upgraded a 12-year-old 
swimming pond with a below-deck Biotop filter 
and Mr Cox has successfully retrofitted chemi-
cal swimming pools with his system. He believes 
chlorine is not necessary for private pools 
and that, in the future, all swimming pools will 
be run on natural systems. His company is 
looking at using the technology on a far bigger 
scale, to reduce the phosphate run-offs pollut-
ing our rivers and streams and to help make 
water safer in developing countries. 

Yet, despite the growing market for chic natu-
ral pools, Miss Murch is more excited about 
swimming ponds. ‘If you have a rectangular 
pool, you don’t admire the water, as you have 
to keep it covered when you’re not using it to 
retain heat; you also have to keep it cleaner, 
as its stark lines are less forgiving,’ she cau-
tions. ‘A pond is not only about swimming, it’s 
a lifestyle in itself. The plants, the wildlife, 
the beauty of the setting draws you to the water 
and the temperature remains ambient due 
to the natural thermal gain in the water even 
if it’s uncovered, which means the swimming 
season is longer.’ The most modern swimming 
ponds now have built-in robots, to ensure there 
is no hint of sliminess on the bottom of the liner, 
together with sloping concrete-free sides, to 
ensure they are even kinder on the environ-
ment. Mini plunge ponds are also becoming 
more popular, Miss Murch says, with micro 
filters and resistance jets. ‘My pond does get 
a bit nippy in winter, but I’ll still get in the 
shallow end and do a quick lap,’ she says.

As swimming ponds are often a passion, 
there is also a flourishing DIY market. Gregory 

Page-Turner from Devon managed the instal-
lation of his own 150,000-litre (about 33,000-
gallon) natural swimming pond at his family 
home, Woodhayes, two years ago and his child-
ren now enjoy a perfectly transparent pool 
with a diving platform, surrounded by water 
lilies and reeds. By using a local digger driver 
and buying substrate, chippings, sand and land 
drains from a nearby merchant, he managed 
to keep the cost to a little over £15,000. 

‘David Pagan Butler gave me a three-hour 
tutorial and I watched all his videos,’ Mr Page-
Turner explains. ‘The water is circulated 
through the aquatic plant roots using a 50-watt 
air compressor pump, the kind used in sewage 
treatment plants, which doesn’t cost much 
to run. Beneath the planted zone is a series 
of six 12-metre (39½ft) coils of perforated 
land drain connecting to six pipe outlets, 
which each contain an air ball connected 
to the air compressor; they displace water 
through the substrate and pull the nitrates 
present in the water into the plants, oxygenat-
ing the water at the same time.’

He dismisses any suggestion that the pond 
might become more difficult to manage as 
anaerobic sediment builds up; he regularly 
removes leaves from the surface to prevent 
nitrates entering the water and controls the 
reed bed, making sure the oxygenating plants 
stay in the bed, rather than spreading into the 
swimming area, and, once a year, he removes 

all the debris from the bottom using a hoover. 
‘The only mistake I made was to put in plants 
that were too small—the dogs and children 
trashed them. I had to return to Dorset Water 
Lily Company and buy larger varieties,’ he 
admits. ‘It’s wonderful not spending money 
on filtration and chlorine. The water feels 
very pure to swim in and there’s so much 
Nature: dragonflies, damselflies, kingfishers
—they all come to you.’ The swimming expe-
rience isn’t too wild, however, he insists; 
there are no fish or eels to tickle your toes, 
because they would excrete in the water: 
‘There are only a few frogs and newts and 
we keep finding aquatic snails.’

Although Miss Murch is convinced that a pro-
fessionally constructed pond will function 
effectively for longer with less maintenance, 
she supports the DIY market, as it encourages 
innovation and makes the natural swimming 
experience more accessible. Whether it’s 
a natural pond or pool, every generation can 
enjoy them, she says. ‘They bring so much 
in terms of lifestyle; you go “wow” every time 
you get in and you emerge feeling completely 
cleansed, which is extremely addictive.’

Wild water: natural swimming pools can play host to flora and fauna, such as (from left) white water lilies, kingfishers and pickerel weed

You go “wow” every 
time you get in and 
you emerge feeling 

completely cleansed 
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